One traditional food of Indonesian gastronomy already well-known in the world is 'Rendang Padang'. However, there are still many of Indonesian foods that match the taste of the world, including 'Soto' and 'Rawon'. One effort to introduce traditional food is through cultural translation. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to describe the globalization of Sundanese food (West Java) through cultural translation. We expect that it will contribute to create sustainable economic development based on traditional culinary business community in ASEAN. To achieve the purpose of this study, an eclectic approach is used, namely the incorporation of theories that fit the objectives of the study. There are three main steps in this study: First, the provision of selected data in the form of a corpus of Sundanese food names. Second, the data analysis is conducted using a method of cultural translation, because translation is a process of intercultural communication act (intercultural transformation). Third, the data is presented in the form of descriptive explanation. There are three findings of this study. First, there are strategies, methods, and techniques of Sundanese culinary translation in French language and Arabic language. Cultural translation techniques include pure lending of regional languages, use of generic terms, scientific Latin name, definition, and adaptation. Second, there are similarities and the differences between source language and target language. Third, it has been proven that the translation of Sundanese culinary names helps to introduce Sundanese cuisines globally through the development of human resources capacity in culinary business community, especially in the field of marketing and promotion.
Introduction
The development of community is an active process of community empowerment with sustainable learning based on principles of justice, participation, and cooperation. The process of community empowerment aims to raise the full participation of community so that the community ability and integration become independent. One type of community development is the development of community-based culinary tour. Tourism in developing countries is mostly seen as not bringing significant economic benefits, both for the countries and local society. This imbalance occurs because most of large scale tourism businesses are monopolized by great entrepreneurs. This culinary tourism business establishes some standards for every aspect of its activities (Purnamasari, 2011) . The translation of Sundanese culinary variety is expected to help culinary business community in developing Sundanese (West Java) culinary tourism to the international world.
Translation is a science and art to transfer the text meaning of source language to target language. By the science of translation, a translator could decide the type of text, the knowledge field, the stylistic, and the purpose of translation, while using the art-skill of translation, the translator could decide the strategy, choose the method and the right technique based on the translation purposes. In the cultural context, translation can be defined as intercultural communication act or more than that as an intercultural transformation, because through translation the information, the feeling, the value or the ideology are transformed from one language to another.
Translation problem usually happens when translating cultural terminologies. The translation of cultural terminologies often becomes a problem if the target language does not have the same concept. For example, cultural translation for Sundanese culinary words that refer to rice like pare, beas, sangu, and timbelis ‫(الزس‬ar-ruzza) in Arabic language or "rice" in English, but both of the translations are not complete and clear enough. Because of it, the translation needs additional explanation, for example beas ‫حبوبه‬ ‫هن‬ ‫يخزج‬ ‫هوالذي‬ ‫الزس‬ or hulled rice, while parerice plant or ‫نببث‬ ‫(الزس‬naba:tu 'r-ruzzi).
Culture is characteristic association of a community or social group in social, spiritual, material, intellectual, and emotional areas. In other words, culture is a model of behavior and interaction of cognitive construction and understanding that are gained through socialization process. Then culture is multidimensional characteristic consisted of knowledge from a group of people starting from the spoken language, religion, cuisines, traditions, and habits, songs, and arts. The translation of cultural cuisines is an important thing that helps global culture diplomacy. One of the cultural aspects is culinary culture that can be found all over the world. Language and food is universal things for human. Organic relation between food and words is not only a physiological accident, where the mouth is a means to eat and speak, but food also could only have meaning through verbalization. In every language, there are at least some words that are related to food and taste that show joy and dislike for a taste. Introduction to culinary culture of a nation or a tribe to other is a way to introduce their national culture. For that, the special or traditional food from a country or a region needs to be introduced to the world. This thing could be done by translating the understanding, the compositions, and also the benefits of a food. The difference between linguistic and cultural backgrounds that exist between source language and target language is a problem that hard to be avoided. Searching and getting the right translation need a special ability. Besides, practical and theoretical knowledge, special knowledge and general knowledge are useful in understanding, translating, and utilizing target language. The difficulty to find the right translation seems so clear because of some elements that cannot be transferred or do not have right translation. These difficulties happen because of language factors that are called as linguistic untranslatability and the translation difficulty because of cultural untranslatability (Catford, 1965: 93-1-3) In Sundanese culture, there are terminologies known as Sundanese fresh vegetables (lalaban), because Sundanese people love farming. One of the secrets why Sundanese are healthy is because fresh vegetables (lalaban) that consist of a lot of vitamin. Based on researches, plants or vegetables that are used in Sundanese cooking are kinds of alternative medicine planst for various diseases like high blood pressure, coronary heart disease, diabetes mellitus or diabetes, liver disease, asthma, and rheumatism. This paper will discuss about the following problems: 1. What are the strategies and methods used in translating Sundanese cuisines (West Java)? 2. How is the translation technique for regional food especially for kinds of sambal(hot sauce) that accompany the fresh vegetables (lalaban)? 3. How are the impacts of Sundanese culinary translation on the development of the culinary business community?
Methodology
According to Baker (1998:26) ,there are many translation strategies for unknown words or expressions in target language, one of them is translation by lending word. Another strategy is to preserve the original terminology with some explanations. The translator could also complete the original terminology with illustration.
This research method is a Sundanese culinary text analysis using Sundanese language as source language (ScL), with Arabic and French languages as target language (TgL). The approach used is qualitative descriptive by content analysis study. Qualitative descriptive means that this research has purposes to make description and explanation after analyzing the data from source language (ScL) and its translation in target language (TgL). Sundanese language data gathered were classified into elements included in category of cultural words. Then the data were categorized based on translation strategy used and analyzed on how the cultural words are translated in to target language. The analysis resultswere presented into tables and discussed about the translator chosen strategy including the cultural terminology used by the translator.
Some traditional food names of West Java are based on the region name, for example in These are the cultural terminologies found in Sundanese culinary text. Natural lending technique was done by preserving the source language in translation text (TgL). But the lending was followed by pronunciation adjustment in TgL Bandung  / ‫ببنذونح‬ / /Bandunj/. The finding results above known as TgL, it is only the pronunciation that customized with the TgL. The words is number 3 until 5 were naturally borrowed, but the concept of ScL is not well-known yet in TgL. The phrase cita rasa masakanSundais translated to ‫سونذا‬ ‫طعن‬ using reduction technique. This technique is done by removing some parts without causing meaning distortion. The phrase cita rasa is removed because the meaning id already represented by saying / ‫سونذا‬ ‫طعن‬ / "masakanSunda"only. This technique is known as cultural adaptation. It is done by replacing the cultural terminology of Sundanese language with the cultural terminology that is well-known in Arabic language. Table 2containes names of fresh vegetables (lalaban) which have the right translation in their target languages. The following vegetables could be fully understood by the French and Arabic languages. The pure lending technique was done by preserving the ScL exactly the same into the TgL text. Because the terminologies translated were cultural terminologies, there are two possibilities, (1) cultural concept in ScL is wellknown and can be found in TgL text, (2) cultural concept in ScL is unknown in TgL, so additional explanation is needed. For cases number 1-5, the cultural concepts are well-known and it is enough to translate it the way it is or it doesnot need any modification. 
Natural Lending Technique

Reduction Technique
Adaptation Technique
Translation for Fresh Vegetables Terminologies
Use of the Latin Scientific Name
Use of Sundanese Language with Pictures
The use of Sundanese language with pictures is similar to the use of Latin scientific name with picture. These two techniques can be choses for each own reason. People tend to refuse the use of scientific names in daily life,because the terminologies in Sundanese are much easier to remember and shorter. For examples, the word jengkolin Sundanese is used instead of Archidendronpauciflorumin Latin, and the word katukin Sundanese is used instead of Sauropusandrogynus in Latin. 
Use of Generic Terminology
The technique of using generic terminology is equipped by explanation or information. The sample is the term Jaat. Look at Table 2 .4 for the use of Sundanese lalaban generic term. Jaat a leaf type that is shaped … (shape) 4
Jaat a leaf type that has texture like… (texture) 5
Jaat a leaf type that tastes like… (taste)
If the purpose is to give information that jaat is (1) a leaf and not the other (such as fruit), then the explanation will stop there. However, if it is not enough, then we can add other information and explanation like: (2) location, (3) shape, (4) texture, and (5) taste. This comparison technique is mostly used in daily life when we face the situation where we have to explain something to other.
Translation of Sundanese Sambal Variants
In French culture, the liquid that complete the food is called juice or sauce. Juice is liquid, and sauce is more viscous. It is different with sambal which is not a liquid called sauce. Allof sauces with chili as main ingredient is called as sauce de piment. In Indonesian context, chili sauce is defined as sauce whose main ingredient is mashed chilies, and we cannot see its real shape (such as packing sauce). It is important to say that sambal is sauce with chili as the main ingredient and the shape of chili is still known, especially when it is made manually. There are many variants of sambal in Sundanese culinary culture. Because of that, it will be classified into four types. First type is sambal with additional raw ingredient that explains the origin of sambal variants. See Table 3 .1 for Sundanese sambal variants. Based on table 3.1, we could see that the concept of sambal can be understood well by French people. From here, we can conclude that translation problem is in the material or ingredient added into sambal. It means that we face the same problem while translating the vegetable"s name. There is a word that can be translated directly such as tomato. On the other hand, we need to use other technique as written before, such as candlenut and kaempferia galangal. Secondtype is sambal with additional processed ingredients Table 3 
.2.SundaneseSambal with ProcessedIngredients
1 Sambalterasi Sambal that uses terasi, a kind of small shrimp paste that is fermented and used as sambal flavor 2 Sambaloncom Sambal that uses oncom, a kind of beans given a kind of fungus.
Terasi is a kind of small shrimp paste that is fermented and is used as sambal flavor (C'estunesorte de patéfermenté de petites crevettes). In this case, we need explanation because terasi is unknown in French. At least, the main ingredient is known by French. Oncom is also unknown in French and is translated as peanuts given a kind of fungus (c'estunesorte de cacahuettesfermentées de fungus). Those kinds of sambal complements are not known in French. Therefore, sambal can be explained by giving a short detail of basic ingredient and the way to process it. The common information that, French people want to know about a food is related to health problem and hygiene. The doubt mostly comes when a new food is introduced while the food seems strange for them. Fourth type is sambal with explanation of the making process Fourth type is sambal using literal translation technique 
‫الحبر‬ ‫هعدونبلفلفل‬ literal
Those are some samples in introducing cultural context, where a lot of considerations are needed, whether from the meaning aspect, the culture, the receiver, and the efficiency of explanation. Based on the explanation presented, kinds of cultural translation technique can be used in order to deliver the purpose of cultural aspect in the right target and also the right terminology.
The Impacts of Sundanese Culinary Translation in the Development of Culinary Business Community
In the development of tourism especially culinary tourism, the aspect of local community empowerment has become one of the agreements and commitments that must be realized in order to support the sustainable tourism development, which emphasizes the realization of nature resources quality, tourism experience quality, and life quality of the local community (Susanto, 2010) . Related to improving the local society quality, the development of culinary business community is really important in developing culinary tourism. Therefore, the increasing of culinary human resources capacity is needed, in particular marketing area and Sundanese culinary promotion in order to make them able to translate various culinary into foreign languages. Questionnaire results were gained from Sundanese culinary festival event with foreign students as the respondents. Sorts of Sundanese food and the ingredients were translated to foreign languages (English, Arabic, French). There are several important things from the questionnaire results: 1) Foreign students came from Arabic countries (Afghanistan, Iran, Bangladesh, Sudan, and Nigeria) and Asia (India, Vietnam, Thailand, Korea, China, and Japan). 2) 57% of respondents had seen Sundanese cuisines and ingredients around their residences or dormitories (restaurants, rice stalls, and supermarkets). 3) 54% of foreign students had ever tasted the Sundanese cuisines and thought that the taste was delicious. 4) The favorite Sundanese cuisines for them are Soto Bandung (49%) and Empal Gentong Cirebon (37%). 5) The reasons why the respondents chose Soto Bandung and Empal Gentong Cirebon among others were the slices of tender meat and the complements such as tahu(tofu), oncom, lalapan (fresh vegetables), and sambal.
Conclusion
Based on the discussion, there are seven translation techniques found for Sundanese word of lalaban, they are: (1) natural lending technique, (2) addition region name, (3) reduction technique, (4) adaptation technique, (5) pure lending technique, (6) use of the latin scientific name (7) use of generic terminology by explaining the variant, shape, texture, and taste. As for Sundanese word of sambal, there are four translation techniques including: (1) adding raw ingredients, (2) adding processed ingredients, (3) explaining the making process, and (4) using literal translation technique.
Based on the result of questionnaire discussion at the Sundanese culinary festival, the existence of Sundanese culinary translation in foreign language helps respondents in deciding to taste the Sundanese cuisines. In the end, the respondents could know and even enjoyed the Sundanese cuisines. Those things prove that Sundanese culinary translation help the cuisines to be known globally.
